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Delphine Carlson @Deedsecarlson · Nov 7
Time to shoot for ixD1! #lifeatuid

APD1: LKAB MINING PROJECT
TWO DAYS VISIT AT THE LKAB MINE IN KIRUNA
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@ACHIEVUNLOCK @EZGISA @TYLERMACDESIGNS
O f Facebook’s 7,185 employees, Arturo Bejar may have the most difficult job.

No, he is not responsible for increasing advertising revenue or keeping the website alive 24 hours a day. Mr. Bejar has a much more inscrutable task: teaching the site’s 1.3 billion users, especially its tens of millions of teenagers, how to be nice and respectful to one another.

Respectful? Online? Ha! That’s never going to happen. Everyone knows that social media is an unwinnable game of who can be meaner. If Mr. Bejar thinks he can make Facebook users nice, he is — to borrow a popular Facebook comment — just stupid! But that kind of response is exactly what Mr. Bejar is counting on. As the director of engineering for the Facebook Protect and Care team, 80-strong, he believes that most users are not trying to hurt, but are jokes lost in digital translation. When Facebook added the word “it’s” to create a complete sentence (“It’s embarrassing”), the interaction shot up to 78 percent. But Facebook’s efforts to curb this may be working. The company told me that each week eight million Facebook members use tools that allow users to report a harmful post or photo. (The tools can be used by clicking on the little upside-down arrow in the upper right corner of a post or the options button at the bottom of photos.)

Mr. Bejar’s team designed these tools to let people know someone had hurt their feelings, and he said the system actually worked. (This is different from the newsfeed experiment in June, when Facebook received criticism for tinkering with people’s emotions as part of a psychological study to examine how emotions can be spread on social media.)

Creating empathy on Facebook has not been easy. Researchers have learned that a few letters can have a profound impact. For example, in the first iteration of these tools, Facebook gave users a short list of vague emotions — like “embarrassing” — to communicate why they wanted a post removed. At the time, 50 percent of users seeking to delete a post would use the tool, but when Facebook added the word “it’s” to create a complete sentence (“It’s embarrassing”), the interaction shot up to 78 percent.

Teenagers are a particular focus, not just as victims of cyberbullying but because they sometimes lack the emotional maturity to handle negative posts.

Dr. Marc Brackett, director of the Yale Center for Emotional Intelligence, who is working with Facebook on this emotions project with the Protect and Care team, said their research found that teenagers need more pathways and options to voice their feelings.

On Facebook, teenagers are presented with more options than just “it’s embarrassing” when they want to remove a post. They are asked what’s happening in the post, how they feel about it and how sad they are. In addition, they are given a text box with a polite pre-written response that can be sent to the friend who hurt their feelings. (In early versions of this feature, only 20 percent of teenagers filled out the form. When Facebook added more descriptive language like “feelings” and “sadness,” the figure grew to 80 percent.)

“We’ve played around with having pre-populated messages versus no message at all,” Dr. Brackett said. “If kids are given a blank box, often times they are going to say things that were not going to be helpful,” including cursing at their friends. When Facebook offered more developed responses like “This post is mean. It makes me feel sad and I don’t want it on Facebook,” 85 percent of teenagers who wanted a post removed sent a message.

“When kids let someone know they’ve hurt their feelings in a personal way, there’s a strong likelihood that the other kid will take that down,” Dr. Brackett said.

Interestingly, more often than not, the posts were not meant to hurt, but were jokes lost in digital translation. When Facebook asked people why they shared a post that hurt someone else, around 90 percent of respondents said they thought their friends would like the post or would think it was funny. Only 2 percent of users wanted to provoke or alarm someone else.

“Believe it or not, most of the time people do mean well,” said Dr. Brackett.

Creating empathy among Facebook users, in what used to happen in real settings like the playground through social cues like crying and laughter.

This may seem like a piffling side project to some. But I believe the success of social media largely depends on solving this problem and teaching users to be kinder and more empathetic. Most people I know who have quit services like Twitter and Instagram have done so because commenters were spiteful, insensitive or just plain nasty.

In other words, Mr. Bejar is trying to create empathy among Facebook users, in what used to happen in real settings like the playground through social cues like crying and laughter.

The way our brains work, we have evolved to understand each other by tone of voice or seeing facial expressions, but that gets lost through the devices we use to communicate,” Mr. Bejar said last week in an interview at Facebook’s New York offices.

According to a report released this week by Pew Research’s Internet Project, 65 percent of young adults 18 to 29 in the United States said that they had been harassed online, and 92 percent had witnessed someone else being bullied. Facebook’s 7,185 employees, Arturo Bejar may have the most difficult job.

Researchers are looking at other ways to help users be more empathetic on social networks. Last year, Facebook borrowed ideas from Charles Darwin’s 1872 book, “The Expression of the Emotions in Man and Animals,” to create stickers with facial expressions.

Next, Mr. Bejar said, his team is experimenting with sounds to help people convey how they feel. (Imagine sending someone the sound of a grunt, sigh or a giggle to communicate your feelings about a post.) But he acknowledged, “technology still has a lot of work to do to humanize each other”.

Maybe this idea isn’t that stupid after all.
E-TRACES: BALLET SLIPPERS
THAT MAKE DRAWINGS FROM THE
DANCER’S MOVEMENTS

MAKE: ANDREW SALOMONE | NOVEMBER 6TH, 2014

“The concept of Electronic Traces is based on capturing dance
movements and transforming them into visual sensations
through the use of new technologies. To do this we focused on
the ballet shoes themselves, which through the contact with the
ground, and thanks to Lilypad Arduino technology, record the
pressure and movement of the dancer’s feet and send a signal
to an electronic device. A special application will then allow us
to show this data graphically and even customize it to suit each
user, through the different functions of this app.”

Read more:
http://makezine.com/2014/11/06/e-traces-ballet-slippers-that-
make-drawings-from-the-dancers-movements/

WHAT DOES YOUR VOICE
LOOK LIKE AS A SIGNATURE?

FREE OUR VOICES

This innovative petition takes signatures by voice, and each sig-
nature is shaped by your vocal print.

Free Our Voices challenges the nature of our online identity in
the digital age. It asks, why are we still "e-signing" documents
in fake ink when our computers can blend biometrics and mul-
timedia without breaking a sweat? Why are we signing PDFs in
typed-out script when our laptop microphones can measure our
vocal prints, and webcams can capture the curves of our faces?

Read more:
http://www.freeourvoices.org/

DO YOU HAVE ANY INSPIRATIONAL SITES OR BLOGS THAT YOU
WANT TO SHARE WITH THE REST OF THE SCHOOL?
SEND THEM IN TO WOZZOP@GMAIL.COM

Inspiration & Opportunities

MAKERSPARK

AS PRESENTED BY APD ALUM ARTUR TCHOUKANOV AT THE
UD 20TH ANNIVERSARY SEMINARS

Students are welcome to submit designs to be laser cut and 3d
printed for sale in the Makerspark shop (Kornhamnstorg 49,
Stockholm).

Interior decoration, desk toys or jewelry works well to be sold,
but all submissions are welcome. We take care of material,
production and sale and split the profits with the designer.

EMAIL QUESTIONS OR SUBMISSIONS TO:
info@3dprintshop.se | http://www.makerspark.se/

HUMLAB - FREE SHORT COURSES

WED 17TH NOV: CREATING GAMES WITH UNITY | MATTIS LINDMARK | 13:00 – 16:00 | LOCATION: HUMLAB, CAMPUS UMEÅ (H1)

Unity is a 3D engine and development platform for games
and interactive 3D visualization. The program finished
components makes it simple to get started with the creation,
even without extensive prior knowledge. It does not mean that
the user is not limited to ready-made solutions but are free to
program custom components and import 3D models, textures,
graphics and sound to their projects. From Unity makes it easy
to expand the game’s executable versions on a variety of plat-
forms such as Mac, Windows, Android, iOS and the Web.

HUMlab hosts a number of short courses every term, lasting
about three hours. These short courses are free to students and
university staff, but there is a charge of 1800 SEK per course for
external participants.

READ MORE/REGISTER/BROWSE OTHER SHORT COURSES:
HTTP://HUMLAB.UMU.SE/EN/EVENTS/SHORT-COURSES/

Inspiration

Do you have any inspirational sites or blogs that you
want to share with the rest of the school?
Send them in to wozzop@gmail.com
The Trustworthiness of Beards

- Very Trustworthy
- Mildly Trustworthy
- Neutral
- Questionable
- Disastrous
- Unsavory
- Threatening

Future articles & photos can be sent to: WOZZOP@GMAIL.COM by Friday evenings.
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